a place to grow
The Baltic Farm is a creative food project rooted in
Liverpool’s Baltic Triangle, one of the most exciting and
fast-growing areas of Liverpool. Our vision is to create
a socially-transformative, community-embedded urban
farm and cultural events space that connects our
local community, builds a local food network, fills homes
with fresh local food and creates engaging and
meaningful jobs.

we aim to

...

Grow fresh high quality food right in the heart of the city all year round with minimal environmental impact

Reconnect people with real food, empowering them to make informed choices that will lead to a healthier and more
sustainable lifestyle

Create a space that provides a true sense of place, where all members of our community can come and feel welcome, enjoy good
food, take part in empowering workshops, watch inspiring performances and enjoy amazing events

The Baltic Farm will achieve its aims by creating inspiring spaces and bringing together an amazing team to deliver the
project

Charlie Tomlinson

our people

Charlie graduated in Fine Arts from Kingston School of Art. Her practice spans performance art, moving image, sculpture and installation. Whilst at University Charlie curated 5 group exhibitions, one of which took place in Spain and the
others in central London. On returning from performing in Europe, and moving from place to place, Charlie’s practice
became further rooted and charged in its location as her work explores relationships between the body, object and
place. Since graduating Charlie has been working with The Great George St Project as their Community Advocate.
Charlie has been working closely with The Baltic Triangle community with the view to developing transitional activity on
the vacant land that will best serve the community. Charlie is currently an Artist in Residence at Metal, Liverpool. With
the guidance of Metal and the support of The Great George St Project, Charlie’s intends to develop strong relationships
with the long-standing residential community and newly established creative community through meaningful community
engagement. It was during this period of community outreach that Charlie met Dr. Paul Myers and Alex Hannah and so
The Baltic Farm was formed.
Charlie’s role at The Baltic Farm will be Creative Director, heading up events programming, workshops and collaborating
with local artists and art institutions. Charlie’s aim is to engage the local community in art practices to encourage a sense
of community wellbeing that will enhance the balance between physical and mental wellness.

Dr Paul Myers

our people

Paul is the Managing Director and co-founder of Farm Urban. Paul started his first business whilst still at University
studying for a BSc in Cellular Biology. Founding a successful landscaping paving business allowed him to pay his own
way through university and a subsequent gap year undertaking environmental and community conservation charity
work in Central America. On his return, Paul was successful in winning a prestigious 4-year Wellcome Trust-funded
PhD in Epigenetics: “How our environment influences our genetics and in turn our health and wellbeing”. Paul spent
a year of his study at the United States National Cancer Institute. Following his PhD, Paul worked as postdoctoral
researcher for the University of Liverpool on the Horizon 2020 BiFFiO project investigating the use of sustainable energy and agricultural practices. In 2014 he went on to co-found Farm Urban and has been the driving force behind
its success to date. Paul is also an honorary Lecturer at the University of Liverpool School of Engineering.
Paul will bring the Farm Urban team with him to the Baltic Farm, they will operate the Vertical Hydroponic Farm and
oversee the soil based growing. Farm Urban also have a proven track record of delivering award winning education
and outreach programmes, strong links to the local social enterprises, baltic businesses and both Universities.

Alex Hannah

our people

Alex has 19 years experience in the hospitality industry starting with 8 years with Living Ventures where he became
National Bar Trainer and helped oversee all training and development within the group. With LV, Alex opened 12
sites across the UK and trained over 300 staff on both new openings and also existing LV sites across the UK. Since
2007 Alex has worked in the UAE consulting and training for 5/6/7 star hotels across the region. In 2008 Alex
returned to operate Alma De Cuba in Liverpool for 3 years before then opening Lucha Libre & Miyagi restaurants
across the city. In summer of 2018 Alex started voluntary work with Paul Myers & Farm Urban and towards the end
of the year, after meeting Charlotte, the seeds of The Baltic Farm where sown.
Alex will head up the on site training programmes for all front of house staff as well as being the creative director for
all food and beverage output. Training and development of people will be at the centre of the F & B offering and it
is essential with our mission of connecting people back with good wholesome food. Alex will also be looking to work
with local brewers to develop our very own Baltic Farm Brew and potentially own house gin with botanicals all grown
around the farm. Alex will also help deliver the Team Retreat packages as well as working closely with Farm Urban
in developing the produce programme to integrate into the seasonal menus across the year.
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The Baltic Farm has had continued support from The Great George St Project, as they see the value in creating a
vibrant and socially-transformative community space. Through our collaboration with The Great George Street
Project we identifed the old Shell Garage within the site as the perfect location to sow the seeds of our project.
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our roots
The old Shell Garage site sits on St. James Street on the edge of The Baltic
Triangle. Over the last 14 years the Baltic Triangle has been enjoying a steady
renaissance making it one of ‘the’ places to set up shop and hang out. Located
within a 10 minute walking distance from The Royal Albert Dock – the city’s
World Heritage Site – and shopping hotspot Liverpool One, the Baltic Triangle
has been reclaimed and resurrected by a growing colony of creative people
and entrepreneurs. Built up in the remains of a once thriving factory and workshop district in the 1800s, the Baltic Triangle is unlike other cultural quarters of
Liverpool. It is not polished to perfection, it’s raw, it’s organic, it’s exciting. The
Baltic Triangle is now a thriving and cutting-edge destination where you can
go to experience the best examples of Liverpool’s creative industry.
Being rooted in the Baltic Triangle is very important to us as a project. As the
city has rapidly grown outwards, long-standing residents on the fringe of the city
have become engulfed in the Baltic Triangle’s nightlife. Local residents have expressed a need for a space for their children to play safely away from the bars
and clubs.

The Baltic Farm is located within a displaced community
we hope it will reconnect the community and change perceptions. The project aims to attract local school children,
existing residents the newly formed creative community
and the long-standing Chinese community. This project will
provide an open and inclusive space for the members of
the fragmented communities surrounding The Baltic Farm
to come and connect.

our spaces
We have spent time talking to our neighbours and partners and identified a need for: Open green space, family friendly activities, a
healthy and inclusive food offer with a community focus and inclusive vibe.
Our spaces include...

A state of the art Hydroponic Vertical Farm
Growing 100kg a week high quality fresh produce supplied to local residents, businesses and our onsite cafe
Offering tours of the facility so we can tell the story of how our food is real and make local food production more visible

our spaces
A Makers and Innovators Space
Housing artist studios and a collective makerspace
Facilities to host cultural and arts based workshops
Eco-hut retail units for resident artists, makers and creatives to sell their products

The Urban Garden containing...:
Large scale sculpture work for playing on, resting on and dwelling on
Outdoor seating for eating and drinking
Abundance of planting, decorative and edible

our spaces
Community Canopy
This consists of a 300m2 flexible space, which can be adjusted to meet the needs of the community including...

The Canteen
Housing our onsite cafe serving fresh, healthy, locally produced food at an affordable price, using ingredients from our Vertical
Farm and Community Vegetable Garden
The perfect venue for community gatherings including cookout evenings, Baltic Bake Off, weekly big table cook off, open mic
nights and monthly resident meets

our spaces
The Studio
This will be a calm open space suitable for...
Hosting classes themed around health and wellbeing, including yoga, meditation, reiki and mental health workshops
Mother/father and baby events and activities
Life drawing classes
Cinema evenings

our spaces
The Co-working space
Free Co-working space with hot desks open to local residents
Can be booked to host small conferences, meetings or private dining
Suitable to host various workshops including...
Jam making
Cookery courses
Fermentation classes
Clothes mending

our spaces
The Canopy when opened up at 300m2 could accommodate...:
Fairs, markets including art sales, farmers markets and wedding fairs
Independent Baltic or Liverpool events
Private parties and weddings
Corporate day retreats

our spaces
Community Veg Garden and Wildflower Meadow
This space will contain a mix of sustainable growing techniques and permaculture
practices allowing us to grow seasonal vegetables for the café and restaurant, along with...

Community raised beds giving local residents, businesses and primary school St.
Vincent de Paul and Local secondary school Liverpool life science UTC
access to vegetable patches

A large polytunnel to allow community growing to continue throughout the year
This will also be the hub for our growing workshops including...

Willow weaving
Permaculture
Eco-building
Forest gardening
Mushroom growing
Bee keeping

our offering
Through conversations with the local communities surrounding The Baltic Farm site,
areas were identified where the current community offering was lacking.
As the Baltic Triangle grows in terms of its nightlife, families and schools are finding less
and less space for their children to play safely. The Baltic Farm wants to do better than
offer a safe place for children to come and play, we want to offer a space for education
and interaction.
Our offering has been designed to be accessible for all ages and encourage a sense
of community through shared learning, we want to foster an interest in plants and their
connection to art and creativity. We hope participants will develop their skills base,
connect with others and become more active.

social impact
Operating
The Baltic Farm
specifically for veg
production,
operation of cafe
and hosting of
events

more
sales,
financial
resilience

Increase
local sourcing
of supplies,
local
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More
people educated
in the science and
importance of food
and nutrition,
participating in
healthy practices
and activities
Real food
education
programe, health
and wellbeing
themed
workshops

People are
more connected
to food and
empowered to make
informed choices
leading to healthier
eating and lifestyle
choices
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more connected
to food and
empowered
to make informed
choices, leading to
healthier eating
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People
obtain a sense of
achievement and
fulfilment through
volunteering and their
employment estimated
5 new Jobs in year
1 increasing to
15 in Year 3
Positive
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and economic
impact
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Bring all
communites
together

Social cohesion,
a sense of place
giving a voice not
just to creatives
and new businesses,
but to long term
residents and the
Chinese
community

partners

“

The Baltic Farm will allow The Great George Street Project to generate loyalty amongst the local
community and the wider city enhancing the scheme’s creative vision prior to completion. It will also allow The
Great George Street Project to build relationships with potential future tenants and allow members of the
public and associated businesses the chance to collaborate with us. The ethos of The Baltic Farm will not be
destroyed after 3 years, the vision is that the cultural asset and relationships will be maintained and nurtured
into the final development. The Great George St Project is committed to support The Baltic Farm and we will
continue to encourage it to grow and empower the surrounding communities and businesses alike.

Neal Hunter
Development Director
Great George St. Project
Liverpool

”

partners

“
“

The Baltic Farm will allow Farm Urban to bring the future of food production into the centre of Liverpool. By
eliminating the need for transport and providing people with the freshest food possible, we hope to both
engage and inspire them. The cafe, event space and community veg garden will show how food can be a
focus to bring people together, creating meaningful jobs within the local community and reinvigorating the city.

Dr. Jens Thomas
Co-Founder Farm Urban

”

The Baltic Farm will be a fantastic addition to the area. The mix of green open space, community veg growing,
high tech urban food production and fresh healthy food available available to the local community and our
students is a very exciting prospect. We have worked with Farm Urban for the past 4 years and our students have
engaged in many of their projects, gaining many skills including hands on practical experience, an opportunity to
engage in real world research and develop enterprise skills, to have this one on our doorstep is very exciting.

Ian Parry
Principal
Liverpool
Life Science UTC

”

partners

“

We are very happy to be partners in The Baltic Farm. We believe the project will bring the community together, help
reduce isolation, loneliness and improve the health and wellbeing of local people. We know from our own work that
people are more likely to try foods they have grown from a seed and we know it tastes so much better too. We have
seen how projects like this can educate and engage people, teach them how to grow food from seedling to harvest,
and show our children what good food is and where it comes from. The work that Farm Urban have done in this area
already is fantastic, bringing Incredible Edible in as partners will show people the old ways of growing that have been
lost as well as the new ways that are to be discovered. Having a whole food cafe, onsite farmers and chefs makes
this project really unique, and is a lovely way to tell the real food story.

Karen Mower
Project Director
Incredible Edible
Knowsley

”

partners

“

This is an exciting new development offering many opportunities. The Baltic Farm offers a unique and
valuable opportunity for students and staff from the University of Liverpool to engage with local communities and
schools, from collaboration on innovation to assisting with education programmes about healthy food and urban
farming. From an educational perspective, the Baltic Farm offers researchers and students of all ages the opportunity
to engage “hands-on” with a wide range of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) topics,
learning, researching, innovating and enjoying the challenges and benefits of local food production.

“

”

Dr. Iain Young
Sustainable Food Production Research
University of Liverpool

The Baltic Farm will build an essential bridge that engages families, communities, schools and other
agencies. The focus of providing essential workshops and opportunities to enhance both physical and mental
wellness is the most valuable resource that will enhance life changes, community cohesion and nurture the
personal growth of all involved. I am very excited about the children’s future involvement.

Lisa Salter
Headteacher
St Vincent de Paul Catholic
Primary School

”

partners

“

As a local business in the area, the Baltic Farm is a welcome addition to the Baltic Triangle, setting a new precedence for the
integration and fusion of urban landscaping and farming in the area. There is increased political and public awareness of the
value that green spaces add to our quality of life, and with the ever diminishing landscape provision around Liverpool
City Centre, the Baltic Farm will provide a much needed sustainable space for rest and relaxation.

Martin Shutt
Architect & Director
unit3 design studio
Liverpool

“

”

The Baltic Farm would make great use of this meanwhile space, bringing families together to learn about growing
and to be creative. Through Charlie’s Time and Space residency Metal are happy to support this project.

Jenny Porter
Senior Project Manager
Metal Art Institution
Liverpool

”

watch us grow
www.thebalticfarm.co.uk

